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The Secret Steps To 

Attract Luxury 
Hotel Clients



The Secret Steps
Credibility, Visibility and Network

Luxury hotels are careful with who they choose to work
with, especially technology solutions. For hotel managers it
is a true challenge to identify the right option for them.

So, if you’re a technology company looking to attract luxury
hotel clients, you need credibility, visibility, and a network.

1 – Build, earn and leverage your credibility
2 – Increase where relevant your visibility
3 – Build a strong connected network



Credibility
Build, Earn and Leverage

Credibility must be earned. The good news is that you can
build your own company’s credibility. The bad news is that
most forget to leverage on their credibility.

Hotels should be able to trust in your company, and more
specifically, in your tech solution.

1 – Build credibility by telling your story full of
knowledge and expertise in your tech solution.

2 – Earn credibility by providing solutions that support
challenges encountered at luxury hotels.

3 – Leverage credibility by getting proof that your
technology offers solutions and results to your hotel clients.



Visibility
Increase Where Relevant

There are hundreds of  different ways to become more 
relevant with so many platforms. Social media, events, 
conferences, and so on. 

The key is to select WHERE it makes sense for you to be 
visible. You cannot be everywhere, at least not in the 
beginning or all at once. So SELECT where it makes sense 
to increase your visibility. 

Questions to ask yourself  to know if  it is relevant:

1 – Is your target audience there?

2 – Are there key players for potential partnerships?

3 – Are you be able to network and connect with people?



Network
Build A Strong Connected Network

This is an absolute must if  you want to reach the next level 
in business to grow and scale your business. 

A connected network is a web of  connections who you 
have an authentic relationship with. 

A strong connected network can help you with:

1 – Get high qualified marketing & sales leads by 
earning referrals and testimonials. 

2 – Build relationships that improve your 
understanding of  the solution you provide to your clients.

3 – Meet with potential partners that have a mutual 
benefit in working together and create drastic growth. 
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Schedule a Call

If  You Are Ready 
In Your Business,

Let’s Have A Call Together.

https://www.lynnbruines.com/schedule-appointment

